The von Neumann stability criterion is employed in analyzing the stability of a class of difference schemes for initial-value problems involving linear parabolic partial differential equations, u t = A u.
(2) A = ~, aj, ~ ~j~k + ~' ak ~ + a.
be an open subset of Euclidean K-space and, to avoid complications, assume that its boundary 0 ~ is"nice". Equation (t) is to hold form--(x 1 ..... xK)C~ and 0<t< o~. In addition we specify the initial condition
(3) ~ (x, o) = ~~
and certain (linear homogeneous) boundary conditions on u(x, t) for m in a neighborhood of 0~t. The parabolicity of (1) is equivalent to the positivedefiniteness of the K • matrix of coefficients llai, kl[ so that (4) E aj, k ~i ~ >= 0 Lk for any (real) vector r ~/,'). Also, it is no restriction to assume, as we do, that this matrix is symmetric, aj, k=ak, j.
The usual two-level procedure for the numerical solution of this problem may be described as follows:
For 6>0 let ~0 be a mesh (i.e., a finite array of points {x~} in the closure of ~l) and represent the initial function u ~ by a set of values to~ {m~,} where e~ approximates u~ A linear operator Co (depending on the equation (1) * This work was done under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission while the author was at the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory (University of California) at Livermore, California.
** Now at Boeing Scientific Reseat,, Laboratories, P. O. Box 3981, Seattle 24, Washington.
Numer. Math. Bd. 5 14 and the particular boundary conditions) can then be applied to give an approximation to1= Co too to u (x~, (5) should approximate the solution; ~o~ ~ u (x~, v (5) .
The scheme is convergent if, as (5---~0, v (5-+t, and x~--~x, one has J,--~u(x, t) .
It is stable if the numbers {ltc;/[} are uniformly bounded as (5-+0 with 0<v (5 ~ T (for any fixed T). Under appropriate conditions on the nature of the boundary conditions it is known (see [2] and [4] ) that stability is equivalent to convergence. Neglecting the treatment of points near the boundary a~3t, the operator C o generally is obtained from (or, frequently, determined implicitly by) expressions of the form (6) (tov+l --to')/a =A; to,+1 + A; to" where
Ao= A+~ + A~ is an approximation, for functions on ~e, to the differential operator A, satisfying the consistency condition ~
A6u=Au+o(l) as ~0. C0 is then given by We shall say that difference schemes {Ce} and {C0}, consistent with the same equation and each arising as in (6) and (9), correspond if, whatever Ag, A~, A;, ~i~ may be, one has Ao=fl o. We say that a scheme C O is explicit if A~ and Ag = 0 so that "space differencing" is done entirely at the "old" level and that it is completely implicit if the "space differencing" is done entirely at the "new" level so A~=0 and A~=A o.
If the mesh 9J~ 0 forms a lattice with points {Xm} = {(Xl+mlhl ..... XK+mKhK)} where X= (X 1 ..... XK) is some fixed point of the mesh, m= (m 1 ..... inK) has integer entries, and the {hk} are small positive numbers h k= h k ((5), then (6) may be put into the form ~ (for notational convenience we take X= 0)
where ~o m is the component of the numerical solution approximating u at the meshpoint Xm=mh=(mlh 1 ..... mKhK) . In general the coefficients a~,n and a~,n will vanish except for a comparatively small set of {n} indexing the neigha + bors of the central point and we let 92 be the set of n for which the { m,n} and o (an, m} do not both vanish; we assume 92 may be taken independent of m and of (5.
If the mesh 9J~ o is such a lattice it may be that the scheme has the following property:
the indices {m} can be ordered in such a way that whenever, on the left-hand side of (t0), the coefficient e+n4-0 we have m +n ~m. Such a scheme will be called sweep-explicit.
This name is used because in certain cases --depending on the boundary conditions a, etc. --(10) now gives each v+l O)m explicitly in terms of known quantities if one sweeps the mesh taking the points in the order 4 determined by that specified for the indices m.
To analyze the stability of difference schemes, yon Neumann introduced, particularly for equations with constant coefficients, the necessary condition where ~=~(s, x, 6)is obtained by substituting into (10) The condition is that for each x~ and T>0 there is to exist a constant A such that (1I) holds for each s as 6->0. For a significant class of schemes this provides a sufficient, as well as necessary, condition for stability s and we henceforth consider only such classes of difference schemes that this applies.
In the construction of difference schemes the usual technique is to replace each of the differentiations in (2) with an appropriate difference expression on the lattice ~JJ~6. E.g., one replaces O2u/Ox~ by (13)
Eo)m+ k --20,m 4-(Urn k]/h~ = (n eO)m --(r tO)m
where bold face k denotes the vector whose only non-zero component is a 1 in the k-th place. For the mixed second derivatives one treatment is to 3 The case of periodicity conditions, which we will be using as an illustration for stability analysis, is not one of these cases but we will trust that the schemes which are sweep-explicit have the same stability properties as what one would get by modifying them for periodicity "boundary" conditions while retaining the same space differencing as in (10) for interior points --i.e., the yon Neumann condition is sufficient as well as necessary for stability.
4 It should be noted that the most convenient way to treat the boundary conditions may involve reversing the ordering of g)2 o on alternate sweeps with a corresponding interchange of A~ and A~. If C a and C~ are the operators for these alternate schemes then we may consider only every other step and use (.'~'~ = C~C~ as the operator of the "combined" scheme. Clearly C~'~ will be convergent if the von Neumann condition (11) applies to each of these schemes since it follows immediately from the definitions that ~"(s, x, 2a)=Z'(s, x, ~) ~(s, x, a).
5 In particular if the coefficients are all constants, the region }R is defined by inequalities {yk<x~<-ik}, and if the boundary conditions just require periodicity with periods (Nk--xk), the operator Co is, e.g., normal, then taking Fourier transforms gives an elementary argument that the yon Neumann condition is necessary and sufficient. See, e.g., Ch. IV of [3].
14" introduce a variety of difference operators a~:a~,k -- and we note that 0 ~ involves only "old" points (m'_<m) while 0 § involves only "new" points (m'~m). Also 0 3 and 0 t involve only "old" and "new" points respectively. On the other hand, 0 2 and 0 t must be split in a similar fashion to o: --
e If negative weights are permitted then additional classes of unstable completely implicit schemes can be constructed (note, e.g., Appendix I).
The expression (15) by no means gives the only way of constructing difference operators consistent with (2') but it is a convenient case for analysis and is most frequently encountered in practice. For simplicity we analyze the case of equation (2') with constant coefficients where ,s)t is taken to be the unit hypercube in K-space and the boundary conditions are periodicity in each variable. It is known (see [3] ) that if (7`5 is a normal operator 8 then (1t) is necessary and sufficient for stability. The same sort of analysis works, of course, for any class of schemes to which the yon Neumann criterion is applicable.
Note that in the case of constant coefficients we are now considering, ;t is C i independent of x (i.e., of nt), assuming the { i,k} are taken independent of ~rt (we assume they are also independent of d, for that matter). It is easily seen Thus, li and ~* commute when li has the form above (a difference expression with "constant pattern" for an equation with constant coefficients and periodicity condition) and ~ is normal.
Since the operator C o is built up of such commuting normal operators it is itself normal.
We observe that, for the boundary conditions to apply at all, 6 must go to 0 through values such that I/h takes only integer values {Me} and the periodicity condition then restricts s to integer components; 0 ~ s k ~ Mo (k = 1 ..
... K).
Corresponding to each of the difference operators . is an "amplification ]actor" a (identified by the same indices) given by (20) For example where
Cl = cr (8 h) = e -2ais'mh ( h 2 ~ e 2~is" mh) .
O'k(8h ) = E e2~i''kh-2 ~-g 2~i''( kh)~ = __ io 1 .
O~ =0~ (8 h) = (~2 ~.~h_ t).
We obtain Ae, A~ and A~ by substituting into (15) and (19) the appropriate amplification factors for the 'g's. Note that Ae=Ae(sh ) is real (since A e is self-adjoint) and is the same for corresponding schemes. For future reference note that for explicit, completely implicit, and sweep-explicit schemes one has, by substitution into (t6), a) 4=t +rA~ which is now a necessary and sufficient condition for stability. That (1t') is sufficient for (11) is clear. To show that it is necessary suppose for some s'h' one had [ ;t (s' h')[ = ;t' > 1. Then for any integer H, letting h" = h'/H and s" = 8' H, one has both h" and s" admissible and s"h"=s'h'. Now for any given A and T one can find v" such that (;~')v">A and choose H such that v" 6" =v"(h')2r/H 2 is less than T. Then I2(,"h")lv"----(X')~">A and (11) fails also. Thus (It') is equivalent to (l l) in the situation now under consideration. We see that as b-+0 the admissible values of t=s h become dense in the unit hypercube in K-space and, as ~ is a continuous function of t, the "sup" in (1t') may be taken over all t in this hypercube --for that matter, since s h only enters through exp[2~is .mh] (which is periodic in t) the "sup" may be taken over all t in K-space.
Theorem I. Contrary to the usual rule of thumb 9 there are completely implicit schemes (even for the restrictive case now under analysis of parabolic equations with constant coefficients) which are unstable for all of ~'.
Proo/. We consider the parabolic equation (22) u t = ~(ux. 4-uyy 4-u~.) 4-2(u.y @ ux~ -r uy~) and let ~~ 1 1 3 oj, k = ~(aj,k 4-oi,~) in (15) Clearly A~ is real and continuous. Equally clearly if we set 01:92=t93=0 then A 0=(--~ I v~12 + 6 Re {0~}) takes all values between --t 47/16 and + 6 so that, for any r, A~r must take values between 0 and 2 which makes 2 (given by (21.b) take real values greater than I in absolute value for the appropriate choice of v a (i.e., of s). Thus, the scheme fails to satisfy (t 1 ') and is unconditionally unstable for every value of r).
Exhibiting a single unconditionally unstable completely explicit scheme suffices to prove the theorem but we note that, given our choice of the difference expressions {a/,k_ 1 _~(oi, k +1 o~,k)}, to replace the mixed differentiations {02/Ox i Ox~} throughout, the completely explicit scheme is always unconditionally unstable if the coefficient matrix II j, II in (2') satisfies certain rather awkward conditions, the proof being essentially the same as above.
Theorem II. Consider corresponding explicit, completely implicit, and sweepexplicit schemes (each parametrized by the mesh-ratio r) of the type considered above. Then the following statements are equivalent: --a) The explicit scheme is conditionally stable (i.e., stable for 0<r<r 0 for some r 0> 0). (24) b) The completely implicit scheme is unconditionally stable (i.e., stable for all r> 0). c) The sweep-explicit scheme is unconditionally stable. Pro@ We shall show that each of these statements is equivalent to (25) A~O (all t).
From (21.a) it is clear that if A~(sh) were ever positive then, for any r>0, 2(s h) would be greater than t so, by (t1'), (24.a) would fail and the explicit scheme would be unconditionally unstable. On the other hand, A~ is a continuous function of t = s h over its period, the unit hypercube, which is compact.
10 Had we taken the weights {c},k} independent of j, k as here but with c 12 i-c 3 ~c2~ -C 4 then the scheme would have been stable. See Appendix II.
Hence ]Ao] is bounded and, letting r o = l/sup {--Ao (t)}, one has, for O< r< r0, which, by (it'), makes the explicit scheme stable for such r and (24.a) holds.
Clearly, substituting (21.b) into (tt'), (25) implies stability for all r>0 and (24.b) holds. Conversely, were A~ ever positive (A~(t)=A>O) then, for O<r<l/A, we would have ~t(t) =l/(t--rA)>t so, by (t1'), the scheme would be unstable and (24.b) would fail.
Moreover, since A0 is continuous and A~(0)=0 we would then have instability for every r --not only would the completely implicit scheme not be unconditionally stable but, as in the example in the previous theorem, it would be unconditionally unstable.
Finally, in the sweep-explicit case, we note that, since A~ and A~ are ado
ioints, A~ and A~ are conjugate and Ao----A~+A6----2~e{A~}. Putting this in (21.c), writing ~ for A~----.4~, gives
Clearly (25) implies (ll') for any r and hence, (24.c) while the failure of (25) implies instability for every r --as with the completely implicit scheme, the sweep-explicit scheme is either unconditionally stable or else unconditionally unstable.
Appendix I
For K----t the only possibility of the sort we have been considering is ut=a u,~
for which we take A~=a al. The conditional convergence (and hence, by [2], the conditional stability) of the explicit scheme goes back to [1] and we may then apply Theorem II to show the unconditional stability of the corresponding completely implicit scheme. For K-----2 we have u t--a~ u~+a 2 uyy+2a 8 u~y where'the matrix II a~ a3 ] is positive-definite and we take, writing .' for ,' Thus we have proved the Theorem. For K< 3 all completely implicit schemes obtained in the manner specified by (15) and (16.b) are unconditionally stable.
